
Go Beyond

a visual arts plan for Plymouth



Introduction

“Plymouth is demonstrating a 
commitment to placing culture and 
creativity at the heart of city 
plans. This will work to steadily help 
re-imagine and reinvent the 
city and engage a range of local 
people and new cultural visitors. 
These are exciting times!”

- Charles Landry, author of ‘The 
Creative City’ and authority on 
creativity and place shaping.



There’s always been plenty 
to see in Plymouth, Britain’s 
Ocean City.

Starting with the city’s 
spectacular location – the view 
from The Hoe is one of the 
finest and most inspirational 
seascapes in the world.

But that’s not enough.

A reputation for creativity 
and a powerful and broad 
cultural offer is no longer a 
nice-to-have for a city with 
global ambitions. 

It’s a must-have.

A vibrant arts scene is now 
recognised not only as a great 
way to engage local people, 
but also as a powerful brand 
ambassador and a driver of 
prosperity.

Plymouth is turning its attention 
to building an impressive and 
distinctive offer in the world 
of visual arts - a sector which 
is developing rapidly and is an 
increasing focus for productive 
partnerships. These include 
the Plymouth Visual Arts 
Programming Group (which 
has delivered multi-site 
exhibitions such as the British 
Art Show 7 and Walk On) and 
Visual Arts Plymouth.

Union Street Party
2015
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The desired outcome is 
that the city’s overall health 
and wealth is enhanced 
considerably. Everyone in 
the community benefits, 
whether businesses or 
private citizens – and enjoys 
great stimulus, and fun, in 
the process.

Plymouth already has a 
plethora of great artists on 
its cv going back to Joshua 
Reynolds, the original driving 
force behind the Royal 
Academy. 

Also, Benjamin Robert 
Haydon, Beryl Cook, Ben 
Hartley, George Passmore 
(of Gilbert & George), Jill 
Craigie and R O Lenkiewicz.

Plymouth is perfectly 
positioned to achieve 
ambitious cultural projects 
and we’re looking forward 
to an exciting period of 
development.

This brief working document 
outlines our priorities, and 
some of the strategies we 
envisage to ensure we 
deliver all we aspire to.



The Fertility Orbit of the Boob Meteorite
Serena Korda

Plymouth Art Weekender 2015



We’re certainly not starting from scratch.

The 2011 British Art Show 7 was positively 
transformational.

Looking forward, Mayflower 400 in 2020 will focus 
the international spotlight firmly on Plymouth.

2020 will also see the opening of the fully funded 
£34m History Centre (a total re-envisaging of the 
City Museum) - a major new arts hub and excellent 
new exhibition space.

The £14m Heritage Lottery Fund grant towards the 
cost of this is their biggest award of 2016.

There’s much happening organically too. 

Recent examples:

Plymouth University who continually support 
strategic partnerships and project development, 
host creative organisations and provide seed 
funding for new initiatives and start-ups; Plymouth 
College of Art, which now enjoys University 
status, is a conveyor belt of fresh creative talent; 
Ocean Studios, with its unrivalled working spaces 
and facilities; Effervescent, a ground-breaking 
organisation putting young people at the heart 
of curating; KARST, an artist-led gallery/studio 
complex; and the Market Hall Digital Centre, which 
opens in 2017.

Then there’s the Plymouth Art Weekender and 
Visual Arts Plymouth - a dynamic development 
network for individual artists and organisations.

And there’s more in the pipeline. 

Plymouth, culturally, is on the move.

The Fish-Hearted Bride
Effervescent, 2013
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Timorous Beasties
The Gallery at Plymouth College of Art

2016



We want the best possible plan for the 
future of visual arts in the city.

But we want to be sure that the 
people who really matter in terms 

of its conception and delivery – the 
members of the arts sector itself – 
play a major part in developing and 

driving that plan.

What we have so far is the result of 
consultation to date. But there’s a 

long way to go and this document is 
intended to be flexible to respond to 

changes and opportunities. So please 
feel free to input. 

Our vision is really very simple:

For Plymouth to become a leading 
centre of excellence for the visual 

arts, consistently producing and 
exhibiting work of the highest quality. 

To build international partnerships 
and projects, together with an 

international reputation to match.

The Plan The Vision



Our Three Major Themes



• Plymouth has long been known throughout the world
• The city enjoys an extraordinary heritage: with Nancy Astor, 

Drake, the Captains Cook and Scott, and Charles Darwin 
amongst others closely associated with the city

• The unique opportunity that Mayflower 400 provides gives 
us a perfect platform to remind the city and beyond of our 
long established international links

• The time is right to leverage the digital age to build a 
unique profile and reputation

International

We Commit To:

• Developing and hosting more international arts projects
• Increasing the number of successful international 

partnerships and funding applications, and researching 
and implementing new funding models in a ‘post-Brexit’ era

• Creating opportunities for Plymouth-based artists and 
organisations to work internationally

• Leveraging fully the knowledge and contacts generated by 
Mayflower 400 to provide opportunities beyond 2020

Chez Paulette
Anya Lewin, 2015

Peninsula Arts, Plymouth University



• We will seek to provide good, practical reasons for the 
many excellent creative talents graduating from our three 
universities to stay, and make their lives in Plymouth

• We will attract the best people, beyond graduate talent, to 
live and work here

Nurturing Talent

We Commit To:

• Encouraging the provision of quality, affordable creative 
work spaces

• Doing our utmost to create awareness of funding options 
and to support applications

• Supporting professional development for artists
• Help develop production skills
• Maximising connectivity within the cultural arena and also 

with potential partners in other sectors
• Continuing to “talk up” Plymouth as a cultural hotspot
• Nurturing the critical writing scene in the city 

Jerwood Makers Open
The Gallery at Plymouth College of Art

2015



• Cities thrive on a healthy and lively cultural life
• Culture can contribute to instilling and sustaining a pride of 

place 
• We will work to engage local people, and their communities
• The attraction of more visitors is also a major priority

For Everyone

We Commit To:

• Ensuring that more people experience the arts throughout 
the city

• Providing training in best practice for community 
engagement and also marketing/social media/proactive PR

• Working to ensure children and young people are 
supported in developing visual arts projects and events 

• Providing support for accessible events
• Working with the key relevant partners to strengthen the 

visitor offer

KARST
Plymouth Art Weekender 2015
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So, 
What Happens Next?

For more details and future updates, please visit 
plymouthculture.co.uk/visual-arts-plan

Go Beyond was created with the help and support of 
representatives from the following organisations:

Plymouth Culture
Plymouth City Council
Visual Arts South West
Arts Council England
Peter Jones
Penny Bagnall-Smith
Visual Arts Plymouth
Plymouth College of Art
KARST
Plymouth Arts Centre
Peninsula Arts
Plymouth University
Theatre Royal Plymouth
Destination Plymouth
Effervescent
Plymouth Museum and Art Gallery
Flameworks Creative Arts Facility
Ocean Studios

We welcome feedback as we seek to evolve this plan. 
An online facility will be available, and will be updated 
regularly.

Meanwhile, we commit to work to turn these aspirations into 
reality for the benefit of all the citizens of Plymouth.

As stated at the start of this piece – an energetic, high 
quality cultural offer is now recognised as a pre-requisite for 
prosperity, and also a brand ambassador.

But it also improves everyone’s quality of life, and therefore 
happiness.

And that’s the biggest prize of all.

Go Beyond




